
would speak publicly about the neglect she had seen. I commend her brave action. She
knew first-hand the trials these people endure, and had reported anecdotal evidence of
even gang rape occurring. We would not put up with this if it was reported in our own
local communities. Our own prisons seem much more comfortable than the conditions
that refugees, who are presumably innocent until proven guilty, have to endure.

Surely a better solution would be to be much more welcoming to asylum seekers by
allowing them to enter the community to await their assessment. Their conduct whilst in
the community could be part of their assessment. The detention centres could be used
instead as regular prisons for those duly sentenced, and the money saved to improve
infrastructure so that population gromh can be sustained. I am not afraid of such folk
moving in close to my own family, and would welcome the opportunity to aid them.
Surely this is a much better solution, and I do notrthink that 'opening the doors' in this
manner would really make a significant difference to the number of asylum seekers who
attempt to come to our shores, as the physical ocean crossing is deterrent enough
except for the truly desperate.

My children attend IChristian IrSchool. Such a community shows
how newcomers, especially children, can integrate with established Australian culture. I

am glad my children are being educated in zuch an environment.

And I think there are two unintended consequences of our current refugee poliry. Firstly,
it is perhaps making the Australian psyche a little harsher in general. Since government
policy is harsh on refugees, perhaps it is making all of us a bit less compassionate in our
attitude towards those facing persecution, which we are so fortunate not to face here.
Secondly, since government is not treating all people equal in this matter (in my view), it
could be making people more rynical of our government. And so I think our policy on
asylum seekers is also doing ourselves a disadvantage.

So, in summary I believe we should treat these people more fairly (give them a "fair go')
once they have entered our shores. Surely we can be cornpassionate where it is needed.

I recognise this is a big issue that cannot be fixed overnight, but hope this letter shows in
some small way that such a policy change would be for the better.

Yours faithfully,

David J.R. Stephenson (B.Pharm., B.Th., M,P.S.)


